Abstract. This paper contributes to emerging literature documenting the devolution of immigration enforcement authority by focusing on the implementation of the 287(g) program in Davidson County, Tennessee. It outlines how deputized immigration officers do their work, as well as the ways they come to think about their roles in the larger immigration bureaucracy. Immigration officers see themselves as objective administrators whose primary responsibilities are to identify and process immigrants for removal, but who are not responsible for their subsequent deportation. While immigration officers never waiver about their obligation to uphold the rule of law, alternate narratives emerge depending on how they feel about the immigrants they encounter. These frames range from pride at identifying "criminal aliens", to guilt for processing immigrants who were arrested for very minor violations. Ultimately, this work shows deputized immigration officers act as extensions of the federal government, rather than independent agents.
I. INTRODUCTION
This article seeks to shed light on the local implementation of a 287(g) program, a federal policy that permits state, county or city officers and employees to perform the functions of federal immigration officers. 1 The 287(g) program is a primary example of the devolution of immigration authority from the federal bureaucracy to county and municipal agencies. Thus, the implementation of 287(g) represents a massive effort, not just on the part of federal bureaucrats who have traditionally controlled immigration, but also by localities across the country where federally deputized officers screen immigration status.
The 287(g) program provides a rich case with which to study policy implementation and contributes to two important areas of research and theory. First, it draws from existing research about how administrative discretion is deployed by frontline immigration personnel (Calavita 1992 (Calavita , 2000 Ellermann 2005 Ellermann , 2009 Fuglerud 2004; Gilboy 1991; van der Leun 2003; Wells 2004 ). Second, it contributes to the growing body of literature focusing on the rescaling of immigration enforcement away from the federal government and the nation's borders to subnational authorities and the nation's interior (Coleman 2007; . By focusing on the frontline officers to whom enforcement is delegated, we can understand how non-federal bureaucrats produce and reproduce the authority of the state (Blom Hansen and Stepputat 2001) .
Specifically, how do county employees interpret their roles as deputized immigration officers?
My data come from a variety of sources including interviews, observations of meetings at the Sheriff's office, and news articles. I rely heavily on in-depth interviews with deputized immigration officers in a Tennessee county Sheriff's Office and their supervisors.
The paper is organized as follows. First, I provide an overview of policy changes that allowed for increased local authority in immigration enforcement as well as the specific local context in which my study takes place. Next, I examine how deputized immigration officers explain their work and how they link their roles as local deputies to the goals of the 287(g) program and the larger societal context. I show that immigration officers see themselves as objective administrators whose primary responsibilities are to process and identify immigrants for status, but who are not implicated in the deportation process. While immigration officers never waiver about their obligation to uphold the rule of law, alternate frames emerge depending on how they feel about the immigrants they encounter. These frames range from pride at identifying "criminal aliens", to guilt for processing immigrants who were arrested for very minor violations. Ultimately, this work shows that despite the great deal of concern about localities creating de facto policies and implementing laws as they please, the 287(g) program in
Davidson County is tightly controlled by the federal government and immigration officers act as extensions of the state, rather than autonomous actors.
II. IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT GOES LOCAL

A. CHANGES IN THE POLICY AND ENFORCEMENT LANDSCAPE
Many scholars identify 1996 as a watershed year when the "criminalization" of immigration law began (Miller 2002; Stumpf 2006) . That year, the Illegal Immigration Reform and Responsibility Act (1996) Coordination. ICE also cooperates with local law enforcement agencies through the Criminal Alien Program (CAP) and Secure Communities, both resulting in immigration screenings at state, county, and municipal jails. Post 9/11, the nation's interior has emerged as a new space to police immigrants, increasingly by local and state actors who previously had no power to enforce immigration law (Coleman 2007) Through the 1990s and 2000s, there has also been a rapid expansion of immigration detention infrastructure. In addition to for-profit private detention facilities, and their own federal detention facilities, Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) pays municipalities to house detainees in local jails and transport detainees between detention centers through intergovernmental service agreements. In 2009, an estimated three hundred thousand deportable immigrants were housed in detention facilities nationwide, and over 60% of them arrived in immigrant detention after local arrests resulted in immigration checks at federal, state, or county jails (Schriro 2009 ). Detainees remain in custody until they are released, bonded and paroled, or deported from the United States (Hernandez 2008) .
Concurrent with the devolution of immigration authority from federal to local agencies, we have also seen the emergence of immigration policymaking at multiple levels of government, called immigration federalism (Motomura 1999 holding that the federal government has the exclusive authority to control immigration.
B. FRONTLINE WORKERS, BUREUACRACY, AND IMMIGRANTS
Understanding how officials in bureaucratic agencies make decisions has been a topic of import for socio-legal scholars for decades. Rather than focus on the government elites who create policy, Lipsky (1980) famously argued that street-level bureaucrats, although regarded as low-level workers, should also be considered policy makers. According to Lipsky (1980) , understanding street-level bureaucrats is important because they are most peoples' point of contact with the government and they "make policy" through their "relatively high degrees of discretion and relative autonomy from organizational authority" (p. 13).
Scholars have examined how frontline workers execute their administrative duties in varied settings including how police officers patrol the streets (Maynard-Moody and Musheno 2003) or how welfare workers provide services to clients after welfare reform (Meyers et al. 1998 Others have turned their attention more specifically to the immigration enforcement bureaucracy by examining how administrative discretion is deployed by officials implementing the Chinese Exclusion Act (Calavita 2000) , airport inspectors regulating entry (Gilboy 1991) , and deportation officers making decisions about who to return to their countries of origin (Ellermann 2005 (Ellermann , 2009 ). While often immigration enforcement is imagined as being executed by 6 some monolithic state, these studies illustrate how frontline workers apply regulations on entry and exit.
Research suggests that employees in the federal immigration bureaucracy are constrained in their ability to enforce immigration policies. Although U.S. immigration investigators are motivated to do their job because of their strong orientation towards law enforcement (Weissenger 1996) , employees in the immigration bureaucracy are ineffective because they are given conflicting and unclear policy directives (Magaña 2003) . Wells (2004) shows how informal agreements between city officials and Immigration and Naturalization was largest in places where neither the police department nor the city had an official immigration policy for officers to follow (Decker et al. 2009) . A study of three cities in the Phoenix area described how anti-solicitation ordinances (ordinances that prohibit day-laborers from seeking employment) resulted in immigration policing "through the back door" (Varsanyi 2008: 29) .
Thus, not only are more local law enforcement agencies involved in immigration enforcement through federally authorized programs like 287(g), but the evolving immigration enforcement landscape has also led to de-facto immigration policing. After 287(g) approval, the Davidson County Sheriff's Office was charged with assembling a team of fifteen employees who would receive training to be deputized ICE officers.
C. BACKGROUND AND METHODS
This
For employees to be eligible for ICE deputization they had to have been DCSO employees for at least two years and they had to be United States citizens. After the team was selected, these employees completed a federal training program that prepared them to be deputized ICE officers.
While most agencies involved in 287(g) send their employees to the Federal Law Enforcement
Training Center in Charleston for training, in this instance, ICE sent instructors directly to 
III. CASE STUDY ANALYSIS
When the Sheriff's office announced it would select a team that would be trained as immigration officers, over two hundred people (one-fourth of all Sheriff's office employees) applied for the available positions. Consequently, upper level management refers to the group as "the cream of the crop." Those ultimately selected included men and women, they have between five and nineteen years of experience, and they came from different positions from within the jail-including guards, booking officers, and one employee from the maintenance department.
This section highlights the work that deputized immigration officers do, and how they interpret this work. Primarily, immigration officers see themselves as objective implementers of immigration law, a role I characterize as the by-the-books administrator. Immigration officers think of themselves in these terms because they identify and process immigrants for removal, but they have no discretion. Other narratives that emerge to describe how immigration officers do the work they do include the public protector, the reluctant regulator, and the benevolent gatekeeper. For example, the immigration officer's role as a public protector emerged when the officer discussed cases where the immigrant screened for removal was arrested for a serious offense. In contrast, officers spoke about themselves as reluctant regulators when immigrants they screened could not be easily characterized as criminal aliens and were sympathetic or deserving. In a few cases, officers described themselves as people who bestowed legal immigration status, a role I've described as the benevolent gatekeeper. Below, I present each narrative in more detail.
The by-the-books administrator
When generalizing about their jobs, deputized immigration officers emphasized their professionalism and the federal training they received. Overwhelmingly, Sheriff's office deputies cited this federal training as one of their reasons for applying for 287(g) positions. Employees described 287(g) as an opportunity to participate in something unique, and saw the position as a promotion even if they received no pay increase. Instead of interacting with large segments of the inmate population, they interviewed foreign born arrestees one by one. DCSO immigration officers had the use of two furnished offices that contained several desks, rolling office chairs, and multiple computers with internet access. A picture of the deputized officers hung on the wall in one of the offices, a picture that officers frequently pointed to as I interviewed them. Below, DCSO employees explain their motivations to become deputized immigration officers:
Look at the picture on the wall [points to picture with team of immigration officers]. All these individuals there were the ones who started this and no one else, whether they come to replace (us) or not, they can't say they were at ground level when it got started. (Interview Officer 3)
My number one reason was I kind of felt like it was cutting edge law enforcement. You know, it was kind of what was coming. You could see it coming across the board in the entire nation. (Interview Officer 2)
DCSO immigration officers described their participation in the 287(g) program as something special. They saw themselves as pioneers-among the first to be trained for a cutting edge law enforcement program.
They had a strong sense of identity as officers of the law. When describing their jobs and various cases, officers using the by-the-books administrator frame usually highlighted their strict 12 interpretation of the law and their lack of discretion. They would speak of the law in black and white terms often saying "the law is the law" or, when referring to foreign born arrestees' immigration statuses, "illegal is illegal." Officers did not make moralistic statements or judgments about those who lacked status, but emphasized that those without immigration status violated the law:
Most of these people are good hardworking people, but they're violating some kind of law. Two laws, I know one's a civil immigration law but the other one is a criminal law. It might happen to be a misdemeanor but it's the law and that's an apolitical statement. That's just the law. (Interview Officer 8)
While some research highlights how immigration laws create immigration status (Calavita 1998; DeGenova 2002 , Ngai 2004 , to immigration officers, the law as unambiguous. As the quote above demonstrates, the immigrants he screens may be "good hardworking people" but they have violated both federal immigration law and state criminal law. Similarly another officer said, "If you're here illegal, you're illegal and that's just how it is."
Much of the work on the street-level bureaucrats focuses on the role of discretion in the implementation of policy. For example, street-level bureaucrats exercise discretion based on their judgments about the worth of the client, rather than the written rules or procedures they are directed to follow (Maynard-Moody and Musheno 2000) . In contrast, immigration officers describe a strict adherence to immigration law, and make few judgments regarding immigrants' worth. One immigration officer mentioned it might feel better to process a gang member than someone who was arrested for driving without a license but she made no distinctions because "it's not my responsibility to carry that burden." Thus, the statements made by officers as they describe their adherence to laws and rules shows, as Ellermann (2009) suggests, that immigration bureaucrats are driven by mandate fulfillment, and a desire to enforce the law.
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Research on street-level workers has demonstrated that often workers have wide latitude in exercising discretion; workers ignore or bend the rules to cope with a stressful working environment (Lipsky 1980) We have nothing to do with them getting arrested. We get called heartless, we're cold, we're breaking up families, but they don't understand we don't go out and get these folks. They get dropped off to us…. All my job is, once they get brought in here, I just have to find out their legal status. So all this that we go out and we're breaking up families and we're arresting people for-I mean, we have nothing to do with that. That's not our job. (Interview Officer 9)
These statements demonstrate that although the DCSO immigration officers determine one's admissibility for removal, officers do not see themselves as participants in removal proceedings.
Almost every officer emphasized that he or she did not deport anyone. When deploying the frame of a by-the-books administrator, immigration officers describe their jobs in terms of categorizing status and processing paperwork, rather than removing people. In fact, immigration officers take offense to any claims that they are responsible for breaking up families. We're helping, I think this gets lost a little bit, we're helping the federal government with their immigration issues so we're a force multiplier so there are more ways for us to get people to immigration court. I don't know what happens to them when they go to immigration court. I don't know if they get deported, I don't know if they come back. I don't know what happens (Interview Officer 7).
The by-the-books administrator then, emphasizes one's limited authority, and deference to the federal government. While officers are proud of their training as law enforcement officers, they speak about their jobs in neutral terms. They emphasize the importance of following rules and laws, and describe implementing them because "the law is the law", and not because they are right or wrong. Officers lack discretion, and see their job in narrow terms. Immigration officers process people and filter paperwork to assist in due process; they do not break up families or deport people.
The Public Protector
By-the-books administrators emphasize their limited discretion when applying the law and argue that although they are immigration officers, they are not responsible for or participants in deportation. In contrast, when using the public protector frame, officers speak proudly about identifying immigrants for removal and keeping the public safe. For public protectors, immigrants must be removed not necessarily because they are in violation of immigration laws, but because they are a threat to the public. Their statements closely mirror the initial justifications for the 287(g) program because they talk about immigrants as criminal aliens.
So what we do when we screen people, we got rid of some… pretty bad, pretty rough people-gang members… I think we're doing the community a service by having this program. (Interview Officer 5)
It's a tool to help our community to try to make it safer… actually, it's a service for the community (to) try to document some of these individuals if they're, let's say a threat to the community, we'll deal with it. (Interview Officer 8)
Unlike the by-the-books administrator, who is "just enforcing the law", the public protector relishes his or her role as an immigration officer. In the statements above, officers highlight their roles in getting rid of or dealing with "bad people" who pose a threat to the community.
Moreover, they describe identifying immigrants for removal as a form of service to the community. Officers are most likely to emphasize their role in the deportation process when immigrants are arrested for serious charges such as drunk driving, drug charges, and crimes against people.
When immigrants commit crimes, they are viewed as having committed multiple violations, one of which is violating the way guests should behave in the country (Sayad 2004) .
Some days you're more than happy to do your job because you have a real criminal. A child rapist or all the horrible people that we get in here… I'm just 16 like yes we've got to get them out of here and a lot of these ones that are criminal, an illegal criminal… (Interview Officer 2)
This officer describes getting pleasure from his job, particularly when identifying "real" criminals to remove. This quote demonstrates that being an "illegal" criminal makes one even more deserving of removal. Indeed, the Illegal Immigration Reform and Responsibility Act (1996), of which 287(g) is a part, imposed "stunningly harsh control measures" on criminal offenders because few interest groups were willing to lobby on the behalf of undocumented immigrants who committed crimes (Ellermann 2009: 67) . Ellermann (2009) goes out and gets a DUI and kills someone than I have to answer to that and than people say why'd you let him go?" To the public protector, misdemeanor violators could turn out to be a threat to public safety someday. Therefore, it is more desirable to remove them before they commit a serious crime, because if they go on to commit more serious offense, the public will have already been threatened.
Since even those arrested for misdemeanors could commit more serious crimes in the future, public protectors believe the best way to keep the public safe is to process all of those without status for removal. As one officer said, "We have to be consistent and the only way to be consistent is to process everyone." This statement illustrates how the secondary frame of the public protector converges with the primary frame of the by-the-books administrator. Processing everyone identically appeals to by-the-books administrators' interest in fairness and the public protectors' interests in removing potential threats.
The Reluctant Regulator
Inevitably, officers encounter cases where, even though immigrants have been arrested, they are not perceived as criminals. By-the-books administrators justify their removal because they have violated the nation's civil immigration laws and public protectors argue they may commit more dangerous crimes in the future. However, sometimes immigration officers face a moral dilemma-they must treat everyone identically, even those who they believe should not be processed for removal. In these instances, officers become reluctant regulators.
As the implementation of 287(g) demonstrates, although its purpose may have been to identify criminal aliens, in practice it results in removal proceedings for people who are hard to label as criminals. When asked to explain the range of crimes for which people are arrested and then processed for removal, several officers recalled, in detail, cases that bothered them months or years later. For example, an officer explained a case where a young man had been arrested by mistake:
One of my very first ones, he was, I don't know, probably 23, had been in the country since he was 15, had never been arrested, had never been charged with anything, hadn't been caught at the border, nothing. He was here with his older brother and I think one of his cousins, they all lived together. Metro served a warrant at his house and he came and turned himself in. Like I said, the program was new, so he probably didn't know much about it. Turned himself in, ended up getting processed because he was here illegally, and then it turned out the next day they had served the warrant at the wrong house. It wasn't even for him. So I felt horrible. I mean, there was nothing I could do. But I felt so bad for that guy because he had not done anything wrong. (Interview Officer 7)
In the case this officer described, the young man she processed for removal was taken into custody after the police department served an arrest warrant at the wrong house. The officer emphasized the young man had spent eight years in the country with a clean record and took the fact that he turned himself in as more evidence of his good character. The next day, criminal charges against the young man were dropped. However, because immigration screening occurs upon booking, the young man was screened even though "he had not done anything wrong."
Once the young man was identified as having committed a civil immigration violation, there was nothing the immigration officer could do but process him for removal. Although she processed hundreds of people for removal after this case, she remembered this case as one she wished had never happened.
Most officers shared stories about immigrants who they processed for removal to whom they were especially sympathetic. An officer told me about a Honduran man who was arrested for driving without a license. The officer described the man as a "little old farmer guy working tobacco" and he explained that the man came to the United States to pay for his daughters' college tuition in Honduras. The immigration officers' description of the immigrant as a worker is notable because it highlights the tensions between immigration control and labor, a primary dilemma in contemporary immigration enforcement (Calavita 1992) . Early versions of the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act introduced provisions for worksite enforcement, but legislators dropped these plans because of public opposition (Ellermann 2009 ).
Instead, Congress focused on tightening restrictions for criminal offenders because they were "a migrant group much different from undocumented workers" (Ellermann 2009: 67) . However, statements from immigration officers charged with processing jailed immigrants for removal demonstrate how these categories are not always easily distinguishable.
While the Davidson County Sheriff points out that immigrants are eligible for immigration screening because they are incarcerated, statements from officers demonstrate how undocumented workers become criminals. Indeed, when the Sheriff's Office shares its statistics regarding the number of immigrants processed for removal, these reports do not specify whose charges were dropped or those arrested by mistake. Instead, the Sheriff emphasizes that all those screened for immigration status were arrested for committing crimes in Davidson County. He therefore implies that all those identified for removal are criminals, something that is easy for him to do as the elected head of the agency, and as someone who rarely interacts with immigrants during immigration screening.
In contrast to the Sheriff, who can gloss over the cases where "deserving" immigrants were processed for removal, an immigration officer explained that although he liked his job, "some days it's bad." Officers expressed the most reluctance at processing immigrants who were arrested by mistake or whose arrest was bad luck, such as those arrested for fishing without a license or loitering. Moreover, officers recognized that immigrants came to work and several said that lacking other options, they might do the same thing to provide for their family. Some of the immigrants processed for removal had lived in the U.S. for years, had U.S. citizen children, and owned property. One officer explained she was sometimes frustrated when immigrants signed voluntary departure orders when they might be eligible for relief, if they fought their deportation in court. She shrugged and explained that by law, they were not allowed to give legal advice.
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As this data demonstrates, Davidson County 287(g) immigration officers do not have the authority to choose not to process people for removal. Usually, the best they can do to help "deserving" immigrants is to recommend to the federal ICE officer stationed at the jail regarding people's immigration bond, possible humanitarian release, or releasing people on their own recognizance. Often, the federal ICE officer follows the recommendations of 287(g) immigration officers and 287(g) officers.
When removable immigrants get out of jail on an immigration bond, humanitarian release, or when they are released on their own recognizance, this does not mean their immigration charges go away. Instead, immigrants can go through the adjudication process from home, rather than from detention facilities. And, since immigration officers do not know the outcomes of immigration court, this allows them to imagine that deserving immigrants will have a positive outcome and will be able to legally remain in the country.
The Benevolent Gatekeeper
When officers used the public protector frame, they explained their job in terms of serving the community by keeping the community safe. In contrast, the benevolent gatekeeper frame emerged when officers described how they have been able to help immigrants while simultaneously screening them for immigration status.
Most officers described helping immigrants by being compassionate during the immigration screening process. For example, officers mentioned they tried to tell jokes to put immigrants at ease because they understood it was a tenuous situation. In addition, officers described answering questions, letting immigrants use the phone to call family, and listening to immigrants' stories during the interview process, even when these stories included much more detail than was necessary. In addition, some officers believed that by getting unauthorized immigrants an immigration court date, they were giving immigrants the opportunity to regularize their immigration status.
When using the frame of the benevolent gatekeeper, officers described admitting people who "belonged" in the country. Belonging in the United States was not described in terms of language or culture, but immigration status:
I hate the fact that people feel like we're profiling. If you have somebody who comes in and they say, "I was born in Utah." Ok. And they speak Spanish. Ok, you're a Spanish-speaking person that was born in Utah. If you have a social security number and we know it's a good number, by all means, you belong here, you're an American. (Immigration Officer 1)
In over three years of screening, immigration officers screened two foreign-born arrestees who thought they were undocumented, but discovered they had derived citizenship. A DCSO immigration officer described this discovery as giving people immigration status: "That was a situation that when they came to us they were illegal and when they left they were legal. We cut them loose." Although those cases were clearly the exception, other officers relied on those examples as evidence of their good work. An officer said, "What I'm trying to do is basically I'm trying to help people and inform people and make sure they are legal because if you're legal you get more benefits than if you're illegal."
In another case, an officer described interviewing a Mexican woman who had been smuggled to the United States to engage in prostitution. The woman was arrested during a prostitution sting. Listening to her story made the officer sick to his stomach, because the woman had already been victimized. The officer believed that incarcerating her while she was in the process of removal was akin to additional punishment. After explaining her case to the federal ICE officer, the ICE office declined to prosecute her civil immigration violation. The woman was released, provided information about the prostitution ring to federal authorities, and was 22 approved for a "visa for victims." The officer who brought her case to the attention of the ICE office described being proud of the outcome of that case.
It is clear that an addition to indifferently applying the law (the role of the by-the-books administrator), immigration officers sometimes see themselves as benevolent gatekeepers. On a few occasions, immigration officers have been able to intervene on behalf of immigrants, after which a few have adjusted their status. Although these cases are the exception, officers can rely on them as proof of the ways immigration officers help immigrants. Moreover, all officers claim to help immigrants by being kind to them during the immigration screening process. In this sense, officers see themselves as ambassadors or gatekeepers of information.
IV. DISCUSSION
Research on federal immigration officers shows that officers exercise discretion regarding whether or not to pursue deportation, particularly when faced with public opposition (Ellermann 2009; Wells 2006 (Lahav 1998; Lahav and Guiraudon 2006) . In this particular context of interior immigration enforcement, deputized immigration officers are policy implementers, but not policy makers, as Lipsky (1980) To the Sheriff, the 287(g) program is successful because it results in the identification and eventual removal of thousands who were arrested for local criminal charges. Deputized immigration officers speak of the immigrants they process as criminals when they have been arrested for serious charges. In these instances, immigration officers talk about performing a service to the community by getting rid of bad people.
While it is easy for officers to feel proud of protecting the public they identify a drunk driver for removal, it is more difficult to explain why removing non-violent misdemeanor offenders serves the public's interests. Some officers justify their removal by arguing that it is preventative-misdemeanor offenders could commit more serious crimes in the future.
Sometimes, however, officers express reluctance at having to process especially deserving immigrants for removal. This is most likely to happen when immigrants are not easily categorized as criminals-people the 287(g) program was designed to remove. While research on bureaucracy shows that front-line bureaucrats go out of their way to help deserving immigrants (Maynard-Moody and Musheno 2000), immigration officers cannot choose to ignore immigration violations. Instead, the best officers can do is recommend humanitarian release so that immigrants can go through the removal process from home rather than from a detention center.
In addition, since immigration officers do not know the outcome of immigration cases, they imagine that deserving immigrants have the opportunity to adjust their legal status. Officers imagine that by giving immigrants an immigration court date, they are helping them by putting them on a path to legal status, rather than deportation. Immigration courts, however, are reluctant to overturn the decisions of the immigration officers because administrative agencies such as the 25 Department of Homeland Security are politically accountable to the executive branch of government, and therefore not subject to judicial oversight (Ellermann 2009 ).
Immigration officers could only recall one case in which an immigration officer intervened on the behalf of a removable immigrant. A woman who had been smuggled to the United States to engage in prostitution was able to get a visa after a deputized officer brought her case to the attention to federal authorities. The deputized officer who intervened was proud he helped the woman adjust her status. In addition, officers mentioned two cases where immigration officers discovered foreign born arrestees had derived citizenship. Thus, in isolated cases, immigration officers have acted as benevolent gatekeepers whereby a lucky few achieve legal status.
V. CONCLUSION
This article sheds light on the devolution of immigration enforcement by examining the local implementation of a 287(g) program. It shows that, as a result of their limited discretion, deputized immigration officers have developed overlapping and contradictory ideas about their jobs. Most often, they rely on a law enforcement ethos and think of themselves as objective implementers of the law. In their role as by-the-books administrators, they process everyone who violates civil or criminal immigration laws identically. However, depending on the particular cases that officers encounter, they also believe they protect the public by identifying criminals for deportation and they help immigrants adjust their status by giving them an immigration court date.
Deputized immigration officers identify incarcerated immigrants for removal and process their paperwork, work formerly performed by ICE officers. In this context then, devolution entails transferring tasks, but not authority, from federal to local bureaucracies. Local actors are
